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I get a deploy job off the
default list in Jenkins? I use
Jenkins as my CI tool. I've
set up a build that builds
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my C# application and our
DLL files. The result of the
build is about 1 GB of DLL

files (essentially a ZIP
archive). When I run the
build it's put into a job

queue. I then found that I
can get Jenkins to run

another build by going to
Manage Jenkins/Updates.
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When I go to Manage
Jenkins/Updates I find a

build that I can start. The
form allows me to choose

from a list of jobs that
Jenkins has, that I can then
get to work. However, when
I go to the first tab "All jobs"
in the "More jobs" section of
Jenkins I find that my build
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from the queue is on the
default list and has a green
checkmark. I click OK, and

it shows a black banner that
says "Job status

unassigned". Any ideas why
that happens? A: I found

that I can get Jenkins to run
another build by going to
Manage Jenkins/Updates.
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When I go to Manage
Jenkins/Updates I find a

build that I can start. The
form allows me to choose

from a list of jobs that
Jenkins has, that I can then

get to work. That's the
"normal" way to do it. It will

use whatever Jenkins
believes is the current
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job(s) (since there is no
explicit option to "start

build of job or list of jobs"
from within Manage

Jenkins/Updates GUI). For
the case in which Jenkins

thinks you're going to build
only one job (for whatever
reason), you can use the

command line as the option
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you want to use. Example :
$ jenkins.model.Jenkins.inst
ance.builds.build'some job

name' A: I faced same
issue, when I tried to set
the build from queue and

found the job already
present in queue list. So I

used the alternative
approach of "Scheduling
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builds". I simply added Build
Now link in the queue for

the job and assigned job to
my self, checked by Jenkins
to schedule the build. Q: Is
there a way to "unload" a
NSWindow to allow a re-

open of the same window?
6d1f23a050
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